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Abstract 

Geological and geotechnical studies of the landslide occurred along NH-37 (Imphal-

Jiribam road) near Makru Bridge over Makru River (Lat 24⁰48′47.9″N; Long 

93⁰14′36.3″E) was carried out. The landslide has an estimated dimension of 40m 

length and 17m width. A few prominent, pervasive ground cracks possessing variable 

openings from 2cm to 10cm have been observed. The slide has occurred on the 

downslope of a new temporary service lane constructed for daily transport. Slide area 

encompasses a variably weathered, rocky mass of Jenam formation of Barail Group. 

Delineated slide mass consists of grey shale, silt and sandstone. The landslide has 

been categorized as “shallow planar” in terms of the failure mechanism. Their 

geotechnical characterization indicates the presence of poor rockmass with low 

percentage of clay fraction. Based on the stability assessment of the slope forming 

materials as well as consideration of the elements at risk, remedial measures like 

construction of lined drains & retaining walls at different parts of the landslide body, 

training of the stream courses, etc., has been suggested. 

 

Background Information 

Recent widening of the existing road bench of NH-37 through large scale mechanised 

excavation was carried out near Makru Bridge to realign the road (Photo 6). Realignment was 

initiated to connect the road with the proposed concrete bridge over Makru River in place of 

two existing suspension bridges (Fig 1). Excavation of slope material has produced huge 

amount of debris which was dumped alongside the road. During the construction of new 

bridge and renovation of old bridge, NHIDCL constructed a temporary service lane over the 

dumped material without consolidating it. There is constant passage of heavy loaded vehicle 

through NH-37. But newly constructed part of road is not competent enough to such heavy 

load and ended up failing. Information about the occurrence of slide was published in local 
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newspaper named Nagaland Post, dated 11
th

 May, 2018 (Photo 1). As a follow-up, a team 

comprising two officers from GSI, SU: MN, Dimapur was sent on 18
th

, May, 2018 to assess 

the ground situation and for detailed site specific studies. The slided area lies at approx. 250m 

South of Makru River Bridge and falls in SOI topographical sheet 83H/01b (Photo 11). The 

area is approachable through NH-37 by Imphal-Jiribam road. The field visit was undertaken 

on 20.05.2018 and collected the information in 42-parametric data sheet. 

 

Physiography and Drainage 

The terrain is highly rugged, with a youthful topography. It is represented by long linear 

ridges/hill ranges and valleys. The general trend of the hill ranges is almost parallel to the 

regional trend of the litho units (NNE-SSW to N-S). The two main hill ranges are passing 

through the eastern and central part of the area, along Nungkao, Thilon Solingbung and Abin 

and its maximum elevation is 1433m MSL. The present area is drained by westerly flowing 

Makru River. The area is characterized by sub-dendritic to sub-parallel drainage pattern 

which is mainly controlled by regional joints and fault system. 

Objective of the Study 

The objective of the study is to carry out preliminary geological evaluation of the landslide 

to understand the causal factors and failure mechanism on the basis of generated 

geological input along with collection of 42-point geo-parametric data and recommend 

suitable short-term remedial measures.  

Site Geology 

Geologically, the landslide material comprises highly weathered, jointed, sheared and 

fragmented shale and sandstone of Jenam Formation. The in-situ soil or overburden material 

ranges from 2-5m in thickness. Mainly lithic arenite material of shale and sandstone of Jenam 

formation has been excavated and loosely distributed and used for the construction of road as 

a temporary type material. The slided portion of the road has been constructed over loose, 

non-compacted dumped material. 

Slide Morphometry and Material 

The slide measures 40m length, 17m width, 4m depth and 25m height. Failure mechanism is 

planar. An important feature delineated at the right side of the road is the pervasive ground 

crack running near parallel to road. Further, the pervasive ground crack could be traced for an 

approx. 205m length (Photo 3). Significant features delineated along the road side include the 

2-10cm wide longitudinal cracks with visible opening depth of 0.5m on the temporary road 

(Photo 2 & 3). A few prominent minor local scarps of variable length occurring within the 
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body of the landslide have also been delineated (Photo 2). These minor scarps are indicative 

of secondary or later stage movements that have occurred subsequent to or in isolation to the 

large scale failure of the landslide. 

 

Structural data 

General trend of the bed in the study area is NNE-SSW (020°/46°W) dipping towards west. 

Joints have been recorded in all the rock types of Barail. Strike is better preserved in the 

competent beds of sandstone and siltstone, but massive sandstone shows poor development of 

joints. The predominant sets of joints recorded in the area are: i) J1=N20°E/46°→W, ii) 

J2=N3°W/46°→E iii) J3=N85°E with sub vertical to steep dip on either side. These are the 

prominent set of joints found in Barail Group of rocks. 

Geotechnical Characterization of the slide material 

The material was excavated from the upslope, consisting of alternate sandstone and shale 

beds of Jenam Formation and dumped at the down slope side of the road (Photo 8). The rock 

debris material is mainly of lithic arenite nature. During mechanised excavation, the rock was 

fragmented to the size ranging from silt to boulders up to 30cm size. But volume percentage 

of silt and sand size is around 60%-70%. The material has less clay content derived from 

shale portion of the rock mass. These properties indicate low binding strength of the material. 

 

Failure Mechanism of the Landslide 

The failure mechanism of this landslide is directly related to the type and nature of material, 

disposition of road material as described above (Photo 2). Prior to this incidence, heavy 

rainfall was reported on 2
nd 

May 2018 and the same is responsible for triggering the landslide. 

Due to heavy rainfall high infiltration of water caused increase in pore pressure, volume, 

saturation and weight and decrease in load bearing capacity and natural binding strength of 

the material. As a result, material in the slope collapsed and slided down along the plane. A 

moderate slope of 35°-40° which can be treated as angle of repose along down slope of the 

road material has been observed which was stable prior to heavy rainfall. The nature of slide 

material is lithic arenite, loose, uncompacted with or with less clay percentage. Hence on 

account of less to moderate saturation by feeding of sudden heavy rain water with lack of or 

marginal binding properties, the internal stable geotechnical mechanism of the road material 

has been disturbed and subjected to the failure of landslide. 
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L-Section of landslide 

A section along AB line was prepared on 1:500 scale, to delineate shape of the slide and 

disposition of slided material along the length of the slide. Trend of AB line is 285°-105°. 

 

Fig. 1 L-section along AB line. 

Causative Factors of the Landslide 

Based on the preliminary field studies and analysis of the collected data, it has been 

interpreted that the landslide had occurred due to a combination of factors which are 

recapitulated below: 

1. Extensive dumping of slope excavated material down slope of the road, thereby 

aggravating the instability of the slope through static loading. 

2. Inherent poor rock mass (profusely jointed, thinly bedded shale& sandstone). 

3. Unguided down slope flow of surface runoff from the road. 

4. Subsurface flow of water from the nearby unguided nala (Photo7) may have saturated the 

underlying material as indicated by the seepage point identified at landslide portion (Photo 

6). 

5. High annual rainfall in the area (approx. 1600mm/yr). 

Field-based Stability Assessment 

In addition to the above, a field-based perspective stability assessment was carried out to 

ascertain the probable zones of future failure as well as identify the stable zones, keeping in 

mind the apprehension regarding the stability of the  temporary service road and in case of 

further reactivation of slides. Accordingly, the landslide zone for the same is described as 

follows: 
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Field-based stability assessment of the landslide prone area of temporary service road has 

been assessed based on the following: 

1. The rock exposed adjacent to this slide comprises thinly bedded, highly jointed, shale with 

interbedded thin sandstone and siltstone bands of Jenam Formation and therefore, 

represents a weak rockmass (Photo 8). 

2. Daily passage of heavy laden traffic along the road situated at the immediate slope leading 

to dynamic loading over the weak rockmass and further fragmentation. 

3. Lack of a lined road side drain leading to percolation of surface runoff into the weak 

rockmass. 

4. Dumping of material and subsequent slided material have caused shift in river course 

towards opposite bank resulting in to toe erosion to the bank during heavy monsoon. 

Considering the above prevalent conditions as well as the inherent rock mass properties 

described, it is apparent that intermittent subsidence and slide of debris from the present slope 

can reactivate leading to damage of the existing road. However, continuous 

observation/monitoring of the same especially along the road for detection of any signature of 

slope instability are advised. 

Observations 

The following observations were made during the field visit: 

1. Road constructed over loose, uncompacted dumped material (Photo 9). 

2. Frequent feeding by rain water increased pore pressure within the dumped material. 

3. Landslide dimensions are recorded as 40 m length 17 m width and total affected stretch 

of the road is 205 m. 

4. The rock debris materials mainly constitute by the lithic arenite material, highly 

weathered, shale boulders with intercalated thin siltstone bands with boulders of 

sandstones. 

5. Triggering factor is rain water. 

6. Due to debris material dumped along the river the course is slightly diverted easterly. 

7. Daily passage of heavy laden traffic along the road situated at the immediate slope 

leading to dynamic loading over the weak rock mass and further sliding/subsidence may 

occur. 

8. Lack of a lined road side drain leading to percolation of surface runoff into the weak 

rock mass is observed (Photo 6). 

Recommended short term remedial measures 

1. Restrict the debris material by applying wooden piles along the affected river course to 

arrest easterly scouring by the river and preventing further aggravation of the landslide. 
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2. Use of unconsolidated material for construction of service road may be avoided. Further, 

the rock material used for the road should be well compacted before tarring of road. 

3. Excessive dumping of slope excavated material along the side or downslope of the 

service road may be avoided. 

4. Lined road-side drain may be constructed to avoid the percolation of surface runoff. 

5. Gabion walls may be constructed using local quarry material for 205m length of the 

affected road along down slope side. 

6. Proper drainage canal for the seepages and rain water along the road is strongly 

recommended. 

Photographs 

 

Photo 1: Crown part of the slide, road subsided by 0.5m. 

 

Photo 2: Right flank of the slide has developed crack along the failure plane for a distance of 140m. 
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Photo 3: Longitudinal cracks have appeared all along the road for a length of 205m at both flanks of 

the slide. 

 

Photo 4: Collection of disturbed sample from the landslide scarp for geo-technical analysis. 

 

Photo 5: Slided area with left flank and course of the river. 
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Photo 6: Excavated slope and water accumulation. 

 

Photo 7: Stream near the slide draining water to the affected area. 

 

Photo 8: Alternate bands of shale-sandstone of Jenam Formation. 
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Photo 9: Dumped loose material seen from the opposite slope. 

 

Photo 10: Panoramic view of the slide affected area. 

 

Photo 11: Google earth image of the slided area. Slide is at around 250m from Makru Bridge. 
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Geoparametric data sheet (42-points) 

1 Slide  Manipur/TMLG/MKU/83H01/2018/001. 

2 State Manipur 

3 District Tamenglong 

4 Toposheet  83H01 

5 Name of the slide Makru Bridge Landslide 

6 NH/SH/Locality NH-37/ Imphal-Jiribam Highway/ Makru Bridge 

7 Latitude 24⁰ 48′ 47.9″N 

8 Longitude  93⁰ 14′ 36.3″E 

9 Length 40m 

10 Width 17m 

11 Height  25m 

12 Area 680sq m 

13 Depth ~4m 

14 Volume 2720 cubic m (approx) 

15 Run out distance 15m (approx) 

16 Type of material Debris 

17 Type of 

movement 

Slide 

18 Rate of movement Moderate 

19 Activity Active 

20 Distribution Retrogressive 

21 Style Single 

22 Failure 

mechanism 

Shallow translational failure 

23 History Initiated on 03/05/2018. 

24 Geomorphology Colluvial Foot Slope 

25 Geology Alternate beds of shale and sandstone. 

26 Structure S0=N20°E/46°W, J1=N20°E/46°→W, J2=N3°W/46°→E, J3=N85°E 

27 Landuse/landcover Extensive slope cut 

28 Hydrological 

condition 

Flowing (spring) 

29 Triggering factor Rainfall 

30 Death of persons Nil 

31 People affected Nil 

32 Livestock loss NH-37 affected 

33 Communication 25 Km from Jiribam town along NH-37 (Imphal-Jiribam road). 

34 Infrastructure 1. Road damaged for a length of 205m. 

2. Slided material has changed the course of the river towards 

opposite bank which may cause toe erosion on this bank. 

35 Agriculture/ 

Forest/ Barren 

Barren 
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36 Geoscientific 

causes 

1. Extensive dumping of slope excavated material down slope 

of the road, thereby aggravating the instability of the slope 

through static loading. 

2. Inherent poor rock mass (profusely jointed, thinly bedded 

shale& sandstone). 

3. Unguided down slope flow of surface runoff from the road. 

4. Subsurface flow of water from the nearby unguided nala 

(Photo7) may have saturated the underlying material as 

indicated by the seepage point identified at landslide portion 

(Photo 6). 

5. High annual rainfall in the area (approx. 1600mm/yr). 

37 Remedial 

measures 

1. Restrict the debris material by applying wooden piles along 

the affected river course to arrest easterly scouring by the 

river and preventing further aggravation of the landslide. 

2. Use of unconsolidated material for construction of service 

road may be avoided. Further, the rock material used for the 

road should be well compacted before tarring of road. 

3. Excessive dumping of slope excavated material along the 

side or downslope of the service road may be avoided. 

4. Lined road-side drain may be constructed to avoid the 

percolation of surface runoff. 

5. Gabion walls may be constructed using local quarry material 

for 205m length of the affected road along down slope side. 

6. Proper drainage canal for the seepages and rain water along 

the road is strongly recommended. 

8 Remarks, if any  

39 Photos, sketch of 

the plain and 

section of the slide 

 

40 Alert 

categorization 

Category 2 

41 Summary  

42 Pdf  

 

Annexure: News published in the local newspaper, Nagaland post on 11
th

 May, 2018. 

 


